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1 Quick Start

The following guidelines and information has
been copied from the Ravenloft Gazetteer:

Volume I on page 55 entitled “The Hazlani
Hero.” It has been reprinted here for your
convenience. To read more about character-
creation options look to the sections following
this section.

1.1 The Hazlani Hero

Races: Humans are by far the most com-
mon race in Hazlan, but nonhumans are bet-
ter represented here than in most of the Core.
Gnomes and halflings are commonly found
in Hazlan, though actively discouraged from
mingling socially with their human “betters.”
Calibans were once virtually unknown in Ha-
zlan. Since arcane practice became legal,
they have been born with exponentially gre-
ater frequency.

Classes: Clerics, fighters, rogues, sorce-
rers, and wizards are the classes most likely
to be encountered in Hazlan. Clerics, who
must follow the Lawgiver if they expect to
worship openly, are given wary respect and a
wide birth. Fighters are considered necessary
but not particularly desirable; most fighters
eventually find themselves recruited as reta-
iners for a Mulan family. Rogues are common
only among the Rashemani; the prosperous
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Mulan detest thieves and their ilk. Wizards
and sorcerers have rapidly risen in standing
in Hazlan, at least among the Mulan, since
Hazlik rescinded the prohibition on arcane
magic. Monks are slightly more common in
Hazlan than in the rest of the Core domains,
but are still quite rare; Hazlani monks sub-
scribe to an odd mix of Lawgiver theology
and arcane mysticism. No other class finds
significant representation in Hazlan.

Recommended Skills: Alchemy, Bluff,
Climb, Concentration, Craft (calligraphy, le-
atherworking, sculpture, tattooing, weaving),
Diplomacy, Intimidate, Knowledge (arcana,
law, religion), Profession (apothecary, far-
mer, herbalist, herdsman, scribe, stable hand,
tanner), Ride, Sense Motive, Spellcraft.

Recommended Feats: Combat Casting,
Jaded, Iron Will, Mounted Combat (plus
derivatives), Skill Focus (Spellcraft), Spell
Focus (Conjuration, Divination, Evocation,
Transmutation), Toughness, Voice of Wrath,
Weapon Focus (dagger, falchion, quarterstaff,
whip).

Rashemani Male Names: Alpagu, Cen-
gis, Doukan, Haydar, Kubilay, Mengu, Ni-
zami, Ozalan, Ragap, Toktamop.

Rashemani Female Names: Adelet, Ce-
miyet, Cemre, Bengi, Feyza, Gunay, Julide,
Roxelana, Sobehat, Zumrut.

Mulan Male Names: Balser, Enevold,
Hassan, Kyrill, Marcus, Momme, Ossur, Pre-
ben, Taico, Zoltan.

Mulan Female Names: Alvina, Cattia,
Elida, Helma, Kaisa, Leila, Malvina, Neya,
Trine, Zilla.

1.2 Outcast Ratings in Hazlan

The Mulan are highly ethnocentric. Non-
Mulan humans, including the Rashemani, in-
crease their Outcast Rating by +1 when de-
aling with the Mulan. Half-elves and half-
Vistani without a Mulan parent also incre-
ase their Outcast Rating by +1 when dealing
with the Mulan. The Outcast Rating of other
races remains the same.

1.3 Guidelines for Rashemani
and Mulan

In addition to the information provided
above, a Hazlani native has certain charac-
teristics that distinguishes her from other
characters including unique appearance, clo-
thing, accents, and attitudes.

1.3.1 Unique Appearance

The Rashemani are a tough and sturdy folk,
who tend to be short in stature, with men
usually standing a little over five feet in he-
ight and women slightly shorter. No doubt
their stunted growth is due at least in part to
the widespread disease and malnutrition that
plagues these impoverished laborers. Their
skin naturally ranges from a light olive com-
plexion to a deeper bronze, but their long
days in the sunlight often give them a rud-
dier appearance. Little variance exists in hair
or eye color: hair ranges from dark brown to
deep black, while eyes are almost uniformly
dark brown. Indeed, a Rashemani child born
with lightly colored eyes usually causes so-
mething of a scandal. The Rashemani have
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thick, straight hair, which they spend lit-
tle time bothering to groom. Men let their
hair and beards grow wild and long, chopping
them back somewhat roughly when they be-
come a nuisance. The women treat their hair
more delicately, tying it back in intricate bra-
ids.

The wealthy Mulan have an altogether less
rugged appearance than the Rashemani. The
Mulan are tall on average, with slim builds
and fine bones, but their pampered lifestyle
makes them much more prone to obesity than
the Rashemani. Their features are fine and
angular; they tend to have prominent che-
ekbones and noses that are somewhat longer
and thinner than average. Their skin ran-
ges from a very pale white to a dark sallow
shade. Compared to the Rashemani, they
have a somewhat unhealthy appearance, tho-
ugh in fact they are far less prone to illness,
mainly due to their better diet. The Mulan
have light hair, ranging from dirty blond to
chestnut brown, but the Mulan find hair on
the scalp to be offensively unclean. Men and
women alike ritually shave their heads daily.
Facial hair is not considered vulgar, but it is
uncommon. Those Mulan men who do grow
beards or mustaches keep them meticulously
neat and trim.

The appearance of the Mulan is made even
more distinctive by their traditional practice
of tattooing. All Mulan children receive their
first tattoo at the age of twelve, as a rite of
adulthood. The first tattoo is placed on the
scalp, slightly above the forehead, and is a
symbolic representation of the child’s name.
The Mulan continue to add tattoos there-
after; by the age of sixteen, elaborate tattoos

cover the typical Mulan’s scalp, neck, and
shoulders. Traditionally, men are tattooed in
geometric designs and depictions of legendary
beasts such as dragons, while women receive
designs of flowers, vines, and abstract whorls
and swirls. Depictions of lightning, flames,
water, and similar natural elements as well
as traditional pictographic symbols may also
be included in the adulthood tattoos of both
sexes.

1.3.2 Unique Clothing

The Rashemani and the Mulan wear di-
stinctively different clothing. Both male
and female Mulan wear ankle-length cloth
wraps around their waists, somewhat like
long skirts. These zarongs are worn in lieu
of trousers, which the Mulan consider pe-
asant garb. They also eschew tunics: men
go bare-chested, while women wear stiff vests
left open in the front. The rigid cloth of these
vests is just enough to maintain the wearer’s
modesty while still leaving much of the neck,
stomach, and sides exposed. Both sexes fa-
vor long, silken robes dyed in bright colors,
especially reds, yellows, and purples. When
the temperature falls, these silken robes are
replaced with hooded, woolen cloaks.

In contrast, the clothing of the Rashemani
is simple, woven from wool and rough cot-
ton. Fashions distinguish little between the
sexes. Both men and women prefer loose tro-
users with tapered legs and tunics with long,
baggy sleeves. Another common Rashemani
garment is the kaftan, a loosely fitting, ankle-
length shirt with long sleeves. Men often
wear a belt with the kaftan, while women usu-
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ally do not. Rashemani clothing is not very
decorative. They prefer simple earth tones,
with dark reds, blues, and greens used for hi-
ghlights and trim.

When creating a Rashemani charac-
ter, the kaftan outfit is considered a
Peasant’s Outfit with respect to pri-
cing and weight. Occasionally, some
Rashemani become craftsmen or tra-
desmen. In such a case the kaftan
more closely resembles an Artisan’s
Outfit in price and appearance, tho-
ugh the basic kaftan designs are still
implemented.
Mulan zarongs and clothing accesso-
ries are all considered part of a Noble
Outfit as far as pricing is concerned.
A Mulan’s Outfit weighs just as much
as a Peasants Outfit.

1.3.3 Unique Accent

The language of Hazlan is Vaasi, which the
Hazlani speak in common with the Nova Va-
asans and the Kartakans. The dialects of the
three lands are mutually intelligible, but the
Hazlani dialect emphasizes some of the lan-
guage’s harder aspects. In Hazlani Vaasi, the
normally sibilant “s” is instead pronounced
much like the buzzing “z,” and the Hazlani
tend to cut short vowel sounds that would be
prolonged in the “purer” Nova Vaasan dia-
lect. This gives Hazlani Vaasi a somewhat
clipped sound.

Unless otherwise noted, all dialog in
Hazlani posts will be considered to be
written/spoken in Vaasi. To simulate
the Hazlani accent, change each “s” to
a “z.” Additionally, you could shorten
vowel sounds by writing out a word
phonetically and clip the sounds being
produced. For example: “Thiz iz za-
tizfact’ry.” for “This is satisfactory.”
Of course you may wish to not imple-
ment the Hazlani accent in your posts
at all, which is perfectly fine as well.

1.3.4 Unique Attitudes

Both the Rashemani and the Mulan possess
unique attitudes regarding magic, religion,
and foreigners that set them apart from other
folk in the southeastern Core.

Up until recent history, Hazlani were not
allowed to practice the arcane arts upon pe-
nalty of death. As such, even though Hazlik,
lord of Hazlan, has eliminated the prohibition
on magic, many Mulan are suspicious (tho-
ugh inwardly so) and tend to shy away from
subjects relating to the arcane, though some
Mulan openly embrace arcane paths, taking
advantage of the reversed mandate but they
are in the minority.

The Rashemani have an even deeper mi-
strust of all things arcane, having heard
that Rashemani who fail to satisfy their
Mulan overseers have been taken to arcane
laboratories—tortured, maimed, and killed in
the name of arcane research. Few Rashemani
are willing to embrace an arcane path, though
nearly all hold a special reverence for divine
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spellcasters.

Divine spellcasters are yet another source
of controversy in Hazlan, primarily due to
the presence and dominance of the Lawgiver’s
church. The Mulan deeply revere the Lawgi-
ver and support the church because it helps
to keep the Rashemani under control. Many
Rashemani also worship the Lawgiver in ho-
pes that, in the life after this one, the Law-
giver will grant them freedom from their en-
dless chores. Some Rashemani worship Hala
despite attempts by the church of the Lawgi-
ver and Mulan society to squash out any re-
ligious competition or opportunity to escape
social duty. Though worshipers of Hala consi-
der themselves “witches,” a word more often
associated with arcane spellcasters, the Ra-
shemani do not fear them and actively, albeit
secretly, embrace the Witch Goddesses wis-
dom and care. To avoid detection the Wit-
ches Hospices are hidden well within Rashe-
mani communities.

To many travelers and outsiders this
extreme religious oppression seems suffoca-
ting and limiting and, consequently, not
many travelers settle in Hazlan, though this
is not the sole reason why that is the case.
Both Rashemani and Mulan are very distru-
stful of strangers and foreigners. Hazlani so-
ciety spends most of its time keeping other
cultures, religions, and ideas from permeating
their own and are, thusly, an extremely iso-
lated populace. Except for very small hal-
fling and gnome settlements, Hazlani resi-
dents have little or nothing to do with other
races and cultures, even other human cultu-
res.

2 Non-Standard Hazlani

Creation Guide

Alright, so you don’t want to play a Ha-
zlani human, halfling, or a gnome right? Well
this section is a great place to get started in
making your non-standard Hazlani character.
Information is contained in the following pa-
ges regarding non-Mulan humans, elves, half-
elves, half-Vistani, and dwarves, as well as in-
formation on playing under-represented clas-
ses like the bard, barbarian, and ranger.

2.1 Playing Non-Standard Ra-
ces

Most non-standard races which include non-
Mulan humans, elves, half-elves, half-Vistani,
and dwarves are either treated with indiffe-
rence or hostility depending on whether or
not a Mulan can vouch for your presence. As
stated above under the Quick Start section,
all non-Mulan humans increase their Outcast
Rating by +1 when dealing with the Mulan.
Half-elves and half-Vistani without a Mulan
parent also increase their Outcast Rating by
+1 when dealing with the Mulan. The Out-
cast Ratings of other races remains the same.

2.1.1 Non-Hazlani Humans

You are one of a few humans who immigra-
ted from either Barovia, Kartakass, or Nova
Vaasa when you were very little. You ran
away from home at an early age and wound
up in Hazlan where you live today. You were
abandoned in the southern borders of Forlorn
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just outside of Forfarmax when you were very
young and you had to survive on your own
with little or no help from the brutish and
jaded inhabitants of Forfarmax. Hoping to
escape the dire health conditions in Nova Va-
asa, your family immigrated to Hazlan and
settled quickly but not quicker than a Rashe-
mani disease that took a hold of them mer-
cilessly, killing them—leaving you behind to
forge a life on your own.

Regardless of how you came to be in Ha-
zlan, non-Mulan humans rarely if ever choose
to stay in Hazlan because they are treated
with indignant indifference. Foreign ideas
and cultures are simply not wanted in Ha-
zlani settlements. As such, it is possible to
have immigrated to Hazlan because you had
no other choice or perhaps because circum-
stances in your home domain were too dire
to remain and you did not wish to travel too
far away from your old home. Whatever the
reason may be, your character has endured a
lot of misery and woe.

Recommended Skills: Survival, Know-
ledge (nature, native domain, monster lore),
Spot, Listen, Hide, Heal, Move Silently,
Jump, Swim, Climb.

Recommended Feats: Jaded, Back to
the Wall, Haunted, Voice of Wrath, Animal
Affinity, Athletic, Endurance, Die Hard, Run,
Self-Sufficient, Toughness, Track.

2.1.2 Other Non-Standard Races

When playing a Hazlani elf, half-elf, dwarf, or
half-Vistani, you should consider (1) How did
you come to live in Hazlan? (2) Why did you
decide to live in Hazlan’s inhospitable ethno-

centrism (3) How do you survive in Hazlan?
and (4) Where did you come from?

How Did You Come to Live in Ha-
zlan? Hazlan is teeming with halflings and
gnomes compared to other lands and yet few
other humanoid races live here. Largely due
to Hazlani’s ethnocentric disposition, 1% of
any substantial population in Hazlan is com-
prised of non-standard races. Take a mo-
ment to consider the extraordinary reasons
why your character would be living in Ha-
zlan. Is she a loner? Does she reject the idea
of society and, instead, lives in the shadows of
Hazlani society? Or is she an enigma—a ra-
cial outcast drawn to the suffering of the Ra-
shemani in order to eventually liberate them?
Or is she someone who feels that she must
remain in Hazlan, enduring the poor treat-
ment in order to understand why she has been
drawn here?

Why Did You Decide to Live in Ha-
zlan? Your character could have any num-
ber of reasons why he would remain in Ha-
zlan. Perhaps he lost family members while
traveling through the area and now he must
take care of his remaining relatives until they
are well enough to make the journey home.
Perhaps he is honoring the request of a well-
respected human/gnome/halfling friend who
has asked for your advice and companionship.
Perhaps you have earned Hazlik’s favor (se-
lect this option with with caution) and he
has requested that you remain in a Hazlani
city, near the courts. Or perhaps, in the case
of half-Vistani, several Vistani had traveled
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through Hazlan en route to Barovia where
you where born and, consequently, abando-
ned. Your reason should be sufficient enough
to convince your GM that your character wo-
uld have decided to live in Hazlan.

How Do You Survive in Hazlan? Ha-
zlani society does not welcome foreign charac-
ters with open arms. According to both the
Rashemani and the Mulan, foreign races are
enigmatic and eccentric. Because these races
are true outsiders their true motivations are
largely a mystery to the Rashemani. Con-
sequently, you are most likely treated with
suspicion. As an outsider, you are both be-
nefited and are harmed by being on the out-
side of Hazlani society much like gnomes and
halflings; however, unlike gnomes or halflings,
you will not find a niche easily. If your cha-
racter has a marketable trade or craft that
the Mulan find useful, then you have a chance
of living in a Hazlani city, though what you
would earn would be meager at best. Selling
your goods through a Rashemani tradesman
would alleviate some of this blatant prejudice
and would effectively allow you to live more
comfortably, but finding a Rashemani house
willing to do such a favor is no small favor to
ask.

Where Did You Come From? Other
communities exist in Ravenloft that are com-
prised of more diverse races and cultures. Did
you come from another region when you were
young? When creating a character that is not
a native of Hazlan disregard the Hazlan speci-
fic rules presented in this article and, rather,

delve into the literature involving your home
culture/domain.

2.2 Playing Non-Standard
Classes

As with playing non-standard races, non-
standard classes pose a similar problem. Ha-
zlan is simply too inflexible as to represent all
character classes. According to the Rashe-
mani and the Mulan barbarians are deplo-
rable, crazed fighters; bards are overly sen-
timental, lawless, dandyish characters; and
rangers are useless, roaming loaners who offer
nothing to the ruling order. However, playing
a character that has to face such prejudices
could be interesting and even fun at times
since most of Hazlani society could care less
about non-standard classes and, thusly, such
characters could almost operate as if invisible
which is similar to how gnomes and halflings
are regarded.

2.2.1 Barbarians

Quite possibly the least Hazlani of all the cha-
racter classes next to the bard, barbarians are
truly a fish out of water in any Hazlani settle-
ment. Possessing no substantial reverence for
law and order, these wild warriors must often
rely on living on the outskirts of cities, which
places them in quite a bit of personal danger
from the various roaming monstrosities that
wander the land. These barbarians often be-
come hermits or mountain men to keep socie-
ties restraints upon them to a minimum.
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2.2.2 Bards

“Bards tend to hail from more civilized lands,
where travel is easiest and audiences are most
receptive. [...] Bards are restless creatures
who wander from one audience to the next.
As such, their calling often appeals to those
who lack communal ties, such as half-elves or
giogoto (half-Vistani) ...”

As quoted above, bards make very unusual
Hazlani characters since Hazlan does not we-
lcome or invite narratives from other realms
just as much as it does not welcome or invite
half-elves or giogoto. A Hazlani bard would
truly be a rare occurrence.

2.2.3 Rangers

Simply put, rangers are not needed in Hazlan.
While strange and dangerous beasts/things
roam the land from time to time, civilization
in Hazlan never has wilderness encroaching
upon its heels. As a result, rangers are not
valued for their talents and skills and are sim-
ply seen as aimless fighters.
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